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Being a Thought Leader on LinkedIn



What is Thought Leadership?

Thought leadership content is any content that presents your

"brand" (your subject-matter expertise) as a leading voice in your

practice area

Content meant to inform, educate and provide new insight

Keeps your target audience in mind — current and prospective

clients and referral sources, as well as journalists and other

influencers in your practice area or industry focus



Thought Leadership Content

Examples of thought leadership content:

Blog articles

Social media posts

Query responses

Media interviews

Webinars

Videos

And more



Why Thought Leadership?

Demonstrating thought leadership in your area of work is one of the

best ways to grow and promote your practice

People appreciate and trust useful/educational content far more

than traditional marketing or advertising

 



Why LinkedIn?

Targeted reach

Low barrier to entry (far easier than getting published in a review or

journal)

Meets people where they are, especially in remote/virtual work

world

Now is the best time to jump-start your presence on LinkedIn and

leverage your content so you are positioned as a credible thought

leader in your practice area

 



What are some ways to start your
journey to becoming a thought

leader on LinkedIn?



Engage With Other Content
Includes industry news, clients, connections, organizations, etc.

LinkedIn is about community engagement — it is still a social media

platform!

The most effective (and easiest) way to engage with other content is

by using comments

It may not seem like it, but great comments are a form of thought

leadership

Commenting expands your reach

Joining group discussions boosts your profile and promotes your

practice among people in and out of your network

Discussions may lead to original content ideas



Posting Industry Articles

Posting industry articles with your own comment/analysis is an

easy form of thought leadership

Share information that interests your target audience — clients,

prospective clients, referral sources and influencers

Two key words:

Helpful

Relevant

 

 



Posting Industry Articles

Helpful information may not always be tied directly to your

practice area, and that's okay

Mix in news from other industries if you think it is helpful and

relevant to your clients

Sharing current news and industry trends positions you as a person

that is always in the know

Increases reliability and credibility

 

 

 



Posting Industry Articles

Industry trends are one of the most popular types of content in terms

of shares on LinkedIn

Make predictions

Invite comments/debate

Also comment on industry studies and have discussions there

 

 



Writing blog-like posts adds your own voice to the larger

conversation on LinkedIn

Posting original content is key to being noticed as an expert in your

practice area

Ideas for posts:

Lists of tips, tricks and how-tos

Lessons learned

*Posts have a character limit of 1,300

(roughly 200 to 250 words)

 

 

Using Updates as a Blog



LinkedIn Articles

For topics that won't fit in the 1,300-character limit, use LinkedIn

articles

LinkedIn articles don't need to be perfect

Have your own voice

LinkedIn articles don't have to consume all of your time

Write about conferences (or webinars), or interesting discussions

that raise larger issues

Why is this significant? What does this mean for the entire

industry? Why should we care?







Best Practice Examples

Example of helpful and relevant thought leadership on LinkedIn

Nicole Black — Founder of MyCase

Susan Cain — Author of Quiet: The Power of Introverts in A World

That Can’t Stop Talking

Adam Grant — Wharton School of Business

Dennis Crouch — IP Lawyer

Jeff Weiner — CEO of LinkedIn!

David Edelman — McKinsey Partner



Tips
Remember your target audience — current and potential clients,

referral sources, other influencers

Helpful and relevant

What keeps your clients up at night? How do you demonstrate the

value you offer potential clients?

Post original content one to two times per week

Don't oversaturate, but remain visible

No limit on comments — engage in conversations often

 

 



Include statistics when possible

You'll appear more knowledgeable and well-informed.

Examples: branded infographics, articles, case studies, white

papers

Don't stress!

Content creation doesn't have to take up all of your time

Be resourceful by recycling the content you already have



Questions?
deb@page2comm.com

taryn@page2comm.com


